
WCESS Psychology Home Learning: Year 12 Week 12: 
Psychopathology 

 
Remember to email your work to Mrs Cornford at the end of the week! 

 
Google classroom class code for year 12 psychology: i753jbm 

 
There are 3 psychological disorders you will study as part of the 
psychopathology topic:  

 Phobias 

 Depression 

 OCD 
 

You have studied phobias and depression so far. This week you will look 
at the final psychological disorder in this topic: OCD. At the end of this 
week you will be able to: 

 Outline the behavioural, emotional and cognitive characteristics 
of OCD 

 Outline the biological approach to explaining treating OCD 

 Outline the biological approach to treating OCD 
 
Task 1: Behavioural, Emotional and Cognitive Characteristics of OCD 
 

Activity 1: 
Independent 
Learning 

Make notes as you: 
1. Read through the behavioural, emotional, and cognitive characteristics 

of OCD pp142-143 of the Year 1 textbook  
2. Watch the video from 4.30 - 8.40: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIXJgXpmB7I  
3. Watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqtrXBZ9Rag  
4. Read through the characteristics of OCD PowerPoint 

 (emailed to you directly)  

Activity 2: 
Assignments 

1. Complete notes from activity 1 
2. Complete the ‘apply it’ task on p142 (Concepts: Jaz) 
3. Complete the exam questions on slide 11. 

Required 
resources 
(emailed to you 
directly) 

 Characteristics of OCD PowerPoint 

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIXJgXpmB7I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqtrXBZ9Rag


Task 2: Biological Explanation of OCD 
 

Activity 1: 
Independent 
Learning 

Make notes as you: 
1. Read through the biological explanation of OCD pp152-153 of the Year 1 

textbook  
2. Watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmc7B450pHM  

Read through the biological explanation of OCD PowerPoint  
(emailed to you directly)  

Activity 2: 
Assignments 

1. Complete notes from activity 1 
2. Complete the exam questions on slide 17. 
3. Make an essay plan for the 16 mark exam essay question on slide 18. 

Describe and evaluate the biological approach to explaining OCD 
 
This essay is 6 marks AO1 and 10 marks AO3. You need to create a 
suggested writing frame, and bullet point the main information you 
should include in each section. 
 

Required 
resources 

 Biological explanation of OCD PowerPoint (emailed to you directly) 
 

 
Task 3: Biological Treatment of OCD 
 

Activity 1: 
Independent 
Learning 

Make notes as you: 
1. Read through the biological treatments of OCD pp154-155 of the Year 1 

textbook  
2. Watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBllq9sIFlU  
3. Read through the biological treatments of OCD PowerPoint  

(emailed to you directly)  

Activity 2: 
Assignments 

1. Complete notes from activity 1 
2. Complete the methods ‘apply it’ task on p155 (Methods: Olanzapine) 
3. Complete the ‘apply it’ task on p155 (Concepts: Akash) 
4. Make an essay plan for the 16 mark exam essay question on slide 8. 

Describe and evaluate the biological approach to treating OCD 
 
This essay is 6 marks AO1 and 10 marks AO3. You need to create a 
suggested writing frame, and bullet point the main information you 
should include in each section. 

Required 
resources 

 Biological treatment of OCD PowerPoint (emailed to you directly) 

 Digital textbook year 1: www.illuminate.digital/aqapsych1 
User: SWOLVS Password: STUDENT 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmc7B450pHM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBllq9sIFlU
http://www.illuminate.digital/aqapsych1

